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Using Pencil2d
When you start Pencil2D by clicking on the icon on the desktop the screen below is
displayed. The screen below is divided in several sections, the central area is the work
area. Below it is the Timeline, where the animation components are manipulated. The
right hand column is the colour area, where colours are selected.

The right hand column is the tools area, the top is the tool selection and the area below is the tools option
area.

Loading Pencil2D File

We are now going to load an existing Pencil2D file, from the desktop. This
is done by clicking on the file and then choosing Open from the dropdown
menu.

Then select
Pepper-8.pclx
from the files
displayed and then
click on the open
button.

This will load the
files into Pencil2D.
This will include
the script file and any pixel images and sound files
required.

The .pclx file is a container, similar idea to a lunch
box. The lunch box contains the lunch, but is not
the lunch itself.

Pencil2D
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The script file is the recipe which tells Pencil2D how to convert the ingredients, the files into the
animation.

The Pepper-8 animation has 4 layers, these are Character, Background, Camera and Sound. The layer
order is important, the Character has to be above the background or else it won’t be visible. The Camera
has to be below the Background and the Sound layer is usually at the bottom, but can be anywhere as it
doesn't contain any images.

By moving the scrollbar at the bottom left corner you will find that the Character layer has 159 frames
and at 24 frames per second that is 6.63 seconds. The Background is a single image, Camera size is the
same throughout and there is a single sound file.

By clicking on the play button, this looks similar to the play button on Youtube, but is black without the
coloured surround This will play the animation, then by clicking on the icon to the left, this rewinds the
animation.

The button 2 to the right of the play button when click the animation will loop until the stop button is
clicked. This replaces the play button whilst the animation is playing.

Exporting a Completed Animation
Choose the File menu, and then Export on the dropdown menu. Then choose Movie. Check that the size is
Width 1024 height 720 and the frames to be exported are 1 to 159 and then click on the OK button.

The file destination should point to the desktop. After a few seconds the export is complete. You have
just created your 1st animation file.
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After the Export has completed you will be asked if you want to open the
finished movie now, clicking on Yes button to play it.

Click of the minimise icon top right of screen to hide the Pencil2D window and
look at the desktop for the Test-2 video icon.

Animating Frederina
The basic Frederina file exists in the Frederina directory on the desktop. You will need to zoom out until
the whole background is showing. There is a slightly darker boarder. Within this is a lighter area, this is
the area which is exported when a video files is exported or a sequence of number image files are
exported.

To see all the layers in the file, take the mouse pointer to the bottom of the work area, above the
timeline. The cursor will change to the Drag Symbol, Show to the left. Drag it up to show all the
layers of the timeline. The Work area will become smaller.

Pepper
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The layers from the top are Right_Arm, Nose, Features, Head, Body, Background and Camera Layer. You
will be adding the Sound layer later.

The Right Arm layer frames will be added later, by loading them from file.

The Nose, Features including the eye, eye lids and the mouth will have a single frame at the beginning of
the timeline. The body layer has a single frame, but as we won’t be moving it in this exercise, it only
requires this single frame.

The background is a single .png image. This was produced by taking a digital picture and resizing it to 1024
by 720 pixels.

The Camera Layer defines the size of the finished video file in pixels.

The Sound layer when added stores your sound file.

The Order of the Layers in the Timeline
The top layer in the timeline is on top of the layers. Thus it will hide some of the layer below, i.e. the area
behind it. Just like placing a book on a table will hide part of the table. The Sound and the Camera Layers
are usually placed at the bottom, but they can be placed anywhere.

Choosing a Layer to Work on
In the example below the Features layer is chosen. To duplicate a frame choose the frame to be
duplicated by clicking above it on the frame number line. Then click on the duplicate button, as indicated
by the red arrow.

You can move this frame by clicking on it, it will changes to a darker shade, by holding down on the left
mouse button move it to the desired location.

Moving the Nose Image to Smooth Nose Move
When we move, say our right arm we don't instantly accelerate from rest to a warp speed. We gradually
accelerate to a speed, then decelerate as we approach the desired location.

Time
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We start with a single frame in the nose layer, to perform the move we first need to duplicate this 6
times, by pressing the duplicate button.

The timeline shown below is the result.

Now we need to move the frame from frame number 7 to frame 15. This is done by right clicking on it, it
will become black coloured. Keep your finger on the mouse button and move the mouse and therefor the
frame to the required position. Move 6 to 14, 5 to 12, 4 to 8,3 to 4, leaving 1 and 2 where they are.

Now by clicking on each of the frames, over the frame number, you will have identical frames in each,
which you would expect you have,since you have duplicated the first frame.
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Repeat the same process for the features layer and you should end up with a timeline as shown below.

By clicking on the timeline numbers no changes should occur to the images of Frederina. We are now going
to add the movement. If you make a mistake don’t panic, it can be easily fixed. This is the reason for add

the Key Frames 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 14, 15. These are usually call simply Keys. Each of the vertical lines
represents the position of the layer object, i.e. the Nose in the frame.

A new layer called Timeline is added as a bitmap layer. It should then be repositioned under the head
layer. Then turn off the background layer by clicking on the button on the layer name area, see arrow
above.

1 15

Timeline

8 1242 14
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The scale looks small, but when you zoom in using View and Zoom In and then adjust the area shown by
using the Pink Hand symbol in the tool area on the left top of the screen.

You can then select the layer, starting with the Features, this should now be a slightly lighter grey than
the other layers. Select the frame to the edited, by clicking on the frame number on the Timeline.

Then use the dotted line tool to select the area to be moved. Switch to the +Arrow key to move the
required layer component. If you are on the wrong layer, you can click on Edit and Undo to reverse what
you have done.
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Repeat for all the frames in the Features layer. Then select the Nose layer and repeat the process.

Since this is a cartoon, we are making a little exaggeration is in order. The Nose on a frog is slightly
floppy, this can be enforcesised by overshooting the movement on frame 14 slightly.

Next delete or hide the Timeline layer.

You can choose the background layer, the picture behind Frederina. Currently there’s the picture of her
favourite pond, but you have access to 2 other background images, these are outside the Guildford
Library and the view looking towards the lift on floor 3.

To change the image go to frame 1 by clicking on 1 on the timeline, ten press the + minus sign. This had
deleted the old background, you should now have a checker boards background. Now press the + plus sign
non the left of the - sign. This will add a key frame. Keeping on frame 1, click on Import, then click on
Image and choose one of the images files from the available.

To add a sound file, click on the Sound Layer, it should now be lighter colour, insert a key frame at frame
1. Now select from 1 of the two .wav files available to you on the Frederina folder. You can hear them
before insertion into Pencil2D by clicking on them using the file explorer.

With frame 1 selected on the sound layer, your chosen .wav file can be inserted by clicking on File then
Import and then Sound and then clicking on your chosen .wav file.

Playing Your Animation

By clicking on the play button, see arrow above, Pencil2D will play your animation.

Saving Your Animation onto Disk
Click on File, Export then Movie, it will ask you for a filename, please use your First name, or Initials and
Surname, this is to allow the course organiser to email the .mp4 file.


